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You can beat the game of blackjack! Go from a traditional blackjack player to an advantage player

with a real edge over the house in several easy-to-master steps in this breakthrough book. You'll

learn:How the game of blackjack is really playedTraditionalÂ basic strategyÂ for one, two, four, six

and eight-deck gamesSmart bettingÂ advice for all player levelsLittle known playing secretsÂ that

will actually reduce the house edgeWhich blackjack games to avoidWhich blackjack games to

playHow to get aÂ verifiable, mathematical edgeÂ - in less than an hour! - with the new, extremely

easy-to-masterÂ Speed CountÂ How to add to yourÂ Speed CountÂ edges with

theÂ newÂ Optimum Basic StrategyUnique betting tacticsÂ to increase your monetary

returnWhyÂ Speed CountÂ is nothing like traditional card counting methodsHow to

playÂ tournament blackjackÂ to winÂ Beat Blackjack Now!Â by best-selling gaming author Frank

Scoblete is the only blackjack book you'll need to really beat the casinos. If you want to turn the

tables on the house; if you want to do to the casinos what they do to the other players, then this is

the book for you! This book can take you from a novice to an expert player!
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I purchased "Golden Touch Blackjack" by this author a couple years ago. That was the book that

first rolled out the Speed Count method. This new book, published in summer 2010, is basically a

rehash of the original book. In fact entire chapters are the same. BUT THAT'S OK! The point is to

teach the Speed Count system. Either book is fine for this purpose.The Speed Count, used as

suggested, captures about 75% of the accuracy of more complicated counting systems. It is very

simple. It is the first system I've been able to execute in a casino and actually use, after having read

many books on counting methods over the past 5 years. The system lets you know when to

increase your bet and when a shoe has gone so bad south that you should actually stop playing. I

would encourage you to buy this book and learn the method, if like me, you are interested in playing

more profitably but don't have the time or inclination to spend 100+ hours learning hi-lo or another

counting method. I'm not a pro--I visit local casinos every couple months. This system works for

players like me.

This book will teach you the basics of Blackjack and the incredible counting system called Speed

Count. In just a few hours of practice, you will have an edge against the casinos. Learning to count

cards has never been easier.

If your one of those players who want to go deeper than basic strategy and doesent have countless

hours to practice this is your book. This book teaches how to gain a real and useful edge in black

jack without braking your head, and the best thing is that it is so easy and simple you still enjoy the

game, not like the other system where you really need to concentrate and cant have fun.It is way

more difficult to spot this counting system too so you will be worried free from casino bosses and its

even simpler than using your phone counter so you can now imagine the simple this system is,this

book is worth every penny.

I love craps and wanted to learn to count cards. I have read many of Mr Scoblete's books and they

are easy and fun to read as well as a teaching the right way to beat casino games.I learned Speed

Count, the counting method in this book, in about 5 hours and in the 6 months I have used Speed

Count I have won some huge amounts of money!I have tried other counting methods but I couldn't

walk into a casino and use them becasue I didn't feel confident in them becasue they were so hard

to learn. As the author states, "a 12 year old can learn Speed Count" and it is true. It is so simple to

learn!A must for anyone that wants to beat blackjack by learning card counting which is the only way

to beat blackjack, and wants to learn card counting in an easy and simple way!



This is an easy read and easy to put to use book. I have read it a couple times and have used the

info profitably in the casino. I will not be retiring any time soon from my day job but it does give you

an edge on good games with good penetration. If you can do basic math you can use speed count.

After reading this book you should be comfortable walking into a casino and playing BlackJack and

knowing if it is a game worth playing or not. It also teaches you proper table edicate. You also get a

strategy for spanish 21 which is also a low house hold game. I thought it could have been a little

more detailed on certain subjects.

This book saved me tons of money - its clear stats and explanation kept me from rationalizing

playing at a crappy table, even after a scotch or 6.With humor and style, Scoblete lays out a simple,

easy-to-apply system that'll give one a bare edge against the house. It won't make you rich unless

you bet like you're already rich, but it will let you play for hours and make a few bucks instead of

gilding the casino's ceiling.That all assumes, however, that you're playing in a casino that doesn't

treats its guests like rubes. Unfortunately, the strip in Vegas no longer has any such casinos. This

book explains that there simply is no way to hold your own, much less win, if the house uses

continuous shuffle machines, pays 6-to-5 on blackjack, or limits splits and double-downs. These

days, it's hard to find a table on the strip with reasonable rules unless you're willing to play at a $25

table ($50 Fri and Sat nights).I played craps on the strip and saved my BJ money for downtown,

where you can still find some decent tables.

This book is a must if you have ever wanted to learn a simple strategy for card counting and

improving your play at BJ. I am one that did not like or find the Hi Low easy to use and required too

much work at the table. this book shows you how to do all this while still enjoying the game and

being social.

I need a second game when the dice just aren't cooperating, blackjack was my choice. Since

Scoblete has never failed as far as information in his books, this was my number one choice. The

information is accurate and easy to read. Now all I have to do is get to Vegas and "follow the

instructions". I hope he's got more books coming out soon, this one is just great!
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